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Reveals the most amazing story yet to surface in the area of alien abduction. This is an
autobiographical and factual account from Swerdlow, a gifted mentalist who was born clairvoyant
but haunted by strange time-space scenarios. After suffering alien abductions and government
manipulations, Stewart met Nichols and discovered his own role in time travel experiments, known
as the Montauk Project. After refusing to break his association with Nichols, Stewart was
incarcerated by the authorities but the truth began to reveal itself. Struggling for his life, Stewart
used his mental abilities to overcome the negative influences surrounding him and ultimately
discovered the highest common denominator in the alien equation -- an interdimensional language
which communicates to all conscious beings.

Montauk, The Alien Connection fills in all of the gaps of the previous 4 Montauk books. The veils
surrounding the mysterious Stan Campbell are now lifted. Stewart was one of the key participants in
the Montauk Project. He skips over the technical talk and tells the story from a very heart-felt and
awakened perspective. Though the Montauk Project was one of the darkest projects ever
undertaken on this planet, Stewart's story clearly demonstrates how the good can come out of the
bad. When the first 4 Montauk books were written, there were critical pieces of the puzzle that had
to be omitted due to the circumstances at the time. The Alien Connection supplies those missing
pieces and further raises the reader to a whole new level of awareness. Learn the origins of the
butterfly species and how they interact with humans. Other topics include galactic history and the
galactic Federation of Planets, as well as the alien races that have interacted with humanity since
the beginning of it's existence. Read this book and discover why humanity is not as simple as those
in power would have you believe!

This is really a biography of Stewart Swerdlow. It begins with his childhood abductions, abuse at
Montauk and goes into his adult life where more bizarre things happen. His life is amazing and
horrifying. It's a wonder he survived everything that he's been through. There is everything in this
book from time travel, CIA spies, alien contact, DNA swapping, mind control and even more. You
find yourself thinking all this stuff can't be true but it is so outrageous that it has got to be. No one
person could make this up. I've heard him speak and he sounds very believable and convincing.
The only thing I can say bad about this book is that it is poorly written. Although easy to read there is
a lot left out and sometimes the story swings from topic to topic. It needs a good editor in a bad way.

This is a must-read for a mind-expanding experience into the world of an actual person who is living



proof that alien abductions and interfacing with the paranormal on a daily basis can have a positive
outcome. Swerdlow mesmerized me with his involvement with the Montauk Project and subsequent
other-worldly interactions with both aliens and extra-terrestials.

But most of all, what I liked best about the book is to see how someone who had learned valuable
skills through his psychic training at Montauk could, in turn, use what he learned to help people by
teaching them knowledge and techniques to help heal themselves and others using color codes and
archetypes (symbols).

I am truly inspired by Swerdlow's story from a very non-conventional life-and a particularly difficult
one at that-to a life dedicated to using his unusual mental abilities to help others in dealing with
recovering from traumatic experiences, mind-control projects, mental illness, physical illnesses or
diseases. Swerdlow shows that anyone's life can be turned around to benefit others by using one's
past experiences and knowledge, even if they contain an inordinate amount of pain, suffering and
struggle.

A look at his website tells me exactly how he's continuing to help people right now-and it's almost as
unbelievable as the story may seem! So, I learned the unbelievable IS REAL, but then, what's real?
Close-minded people locked into their five-sense prison needs something stronger than this book to
wake them up to the truth going on or what DOES go on(how about a VERY BIG volcanic eruption
or earthquake?) My only criticism is I want to hear more and more! Can you tell I enjoyed this book?
Very much so -I read it five times! I highly recommend you expand your mind by reading Swerdlow's
one-of-a-kind book MONTAUK: THE ALIEN CONNECTION.

You cannot put this book down! It tells the truth of a story of a man who was involved in mind control
experiments and how he got out of it and used what he learned to help other victims of mind control
by using archetypes. Through the use of archetypes (color, shape and vibration), anyone can heal
at lightning speeds. It is sincere, fascinating and very revealing. Anyone who is in search of Truth,
must read this book. Thank you Stewart Swerdlow!

Created by an ET group, the creators traveled back in time and space with genetic material to
support the disintegration of the Lyraen civilization. With seven different types of Draco races, the
leader group is a seven to eight foot tall winged reptilian-type creature. Above is pictured a warrior
used to conquer and occupy a planet. The slender four to five foot Draco similar to a lizard performs
menial tasks and aids in abductions.

The Earth's Moon is a Draco planetoid placed in orbit aeons ago during the time of the Lemurian
colonization. With the intention to divide and conquer, they are known to be brutal, as with Rigel by
boiling oceans, scorching landmasses, etc. The Draco have vast underground bases on Earth and
colonies on Venus.

Simultaneously, I heard the meaning of his words in my head. A member of a vast empire that
spanned a large portion of the galaxy, his people are attempting to occupy all of the star systems on
the outer fringes of this galaxy, eventually working their way inward. A defector, he now advises this
council on the possible activities of these invasion forces.

Several sources - among them Alex Collier, have insisted artificial planetoids - like Hale Bopp’s tow
ins - were headed here in comet gravity tails - filled with invading Dracos. The sun cruisers in the
solar/mercury near orbit - visible on several web sites - are said to be examples of these. Alex’s
Andromedan material specifically predicted the comet would drop the invasion ships in a temporary
near Mercury orbit.

Most of the Lemurian epoch stories suggest that the end of the Lemurian continent was a war with a
reptilian race, which the humanoids won against the reptilians - but at the cost of the environment -
forcing the humanoid surviving remnant underground - where their blood became more red and
dependant on iron to bond oxygen (as opposed to the humanoid remnant who fled at that point
largely to Sirius and Pleiades where they became more blue/copper blood.)



There, they remain in stasis until they are to be reactivated by the incoming ship. These reptilians
also maintain bases on Venus and on some of the moons of the outer planets. Because his people
are male only, they created females for the sole purpose of breeding. Despite this, cloning is their
primary method of reproduction. In conclusion, the lizard added that I would someday convert his
people to the Light because my soul was an emissary to them many years ago. Remembering me,
they would respect what I said to them.

The next one to speak was an amphibian-type being who looked very much like the Creature from
the Black Lagoon. Slimy and moist, his body was covered with a scaly, greenish-grey skin.
Breathing heavily, his thoughts flooded my brain. His civilization was the original inhabitant of Earth
before the others arrived. At that time, Earth was mostly water and marshes. Devastated by
mankind and aliens alike, there remain only a few pockets of his people at the deepest depths of the
oceans.

From time to time they come to dry land to sun themselves, thus creating the basis for the legendary
mermaids and mermen. This species worked closely with the Atlanteans before that continent sank.
They served as liaisons between mankind and the whales and dolphins. He said that these sea
mammals are advanced races from another galaxy. Most of his people were lifted off-world to
underground oceans on Neptune. This maneuver was facilitated by benevolent ET groups.
Continuing, he told me that I have dolphin DNA; therefore, I could learn to communicate with his
species in order to help mankind and the dolphin/whale systems.

Next, a being on the opposite side of the table spoke. Looking like a small dark-haired human, his
eyes were so dark that they almost shined. His eyes seemed to pierce right through my own, and I
found it difficult to look at him. Claiming to represent the Federation of Planets of this galaxy, he said
that there are over 120 different member civilizations. Someday, Earth will be asked to join, but only
if they are successful in repelling the invasion force. Otherwise, Earth could become a target by the
Federation until the reptilians are removed.

This dark-haired human said that I was selected to speak with all of these aliens because each
species had contributed to my DNA creation. I was made for the express genetic purpose of
belonging to many different groups. Because of that, each group would be more willing to listen to
me and accept my ideas since I partially belonged to them.

Continuing, he said that my soul-personality had agreed to this mission long ago, undergoing
training in many galaxies and alternate universes. He said that much of what they told me now
would stay hidden in my cellular memory until each piece of information becomes necessary. Future
hardships and sadness would condition me for my mission. Not wanting to hear any of this, I tensed
up to the point of vomiting. The next thing I remember, I was still in the chair with another being
talking to me.

This creature was a pale greyish-white. He possessed large, round, black eyes and a long nose. A
short curtain of material draped around the back of his large head. His thin mouth did not move as
he spoke words inside my head. With a harsh attitude, this grey claimed to be from the Rigel star
system. Although he did not want to be part of this meeting, his overlords insisted that he attend it.
His job was to monitor the procedures since I was once a part of their race, too.

His home world was once part of the Lyraen civilization. After that culture disintegrated, the
reptilians invaded his planet. Now his people are part of that empire and as such, do their bidding.
From time to time he would send his workers, smaller grey creatures, to check up on me. Most of
the time I would not remember it except as a bad dream.

Michael Ash - the supposed chief time empath from Montauk - had described to me how unpleasant
and interventionist the many Rigelians were - who he encountered at Montauk. Also notably in the
Buehler/Thoth materials- Thoth (son of Enki/Adonai/Ra/Hermes) insists his blood is blue/black
because HE WAS FROM RIGEL IN ORION. I suspect this was the ancestral family of Enki/Ra’s



mother AIDA who was winged Drac.. "Ptah Taal" .

(Thoth - Nubian - blue black blood - was the reason the original name for EGYPT was KHEM -
which means from the BLACKNESS - the term alCHEMy therefore means- science of making black
holes. It was Thoth - Hermes family who impregnated Aksenpaten - which became the
Tut/Magdalen story - and BLACK MADONNA). In Alex Collier - Andromedan papers (Defending
Sacred Ground - etc.)

Read about the origin of the term PTAH in Egypt (RA /ENKI’S line ) from the term PTAH TAAL -
meaning 11th dimensional or Bird Tribe - but more probably WINGED DRAC or CIAKAR or
MOTHMAN - The source of the psychokinesis in the DNA - ENKI - RA - AbRAham - used in his own
sperm to make Adam and EVE fertile.

There would come a time when these greys would be at war with some of the worlds represented at
this meeting. My job would then be to monitor the activities and report the findings to my controllers.
My body contains chemicals needed by his race. The grey said that his race also looked human until
war contaminated their environment, genetically degenerating them. My body was presented to
them as a temporary token of hope and peace.

Allowed to use my genetics for the purpose of upgrading their dying species, they could not
purposefully harm me, permanently kidnap me, or allow me to remember what they did to get what
they needed from me. These were the rules that all abided by to keep the status quo while at the
same time benefiting from my creation.

If my mission failed, or if any of the participants in this project no longer wished to continue, then I
would be removed to a safe place while the others fought amongst themselves, possibly even on
the surface of the planet Earth. Finally, he told me that his people merely wished to correct the
errors committed against them in order to evolve. They wished to become independent of the
reptilians and recreate their old civilization before it was too late. Their dilemma was that, if they
attempted this, they would be destroyed completely by their masters. On the other hand, if they
continued with their masters orders, they would be targeted by the Federation planets. Because
they felt hopeless, they looked out only for themselves.

At this point, the last being at the council tale, who sat in the middle, interrupted the Rigelian. This
being was very tall. Standing up, he raised his arms to either side. The beautiful white robe he wore
was trimmed in a blue that I had never seen before. His large head was round on top with a pointed
chin. Standing with his arms outstretched, he remarkably resembled a living ankh. His oval eyes
were brilliant blue; his skin ivory white. By far, he was the most impressive being at this gathering.

Sequences of brain cortex charge domains in compression symmetry - origin of ancient alphabets -
(compare- Hebrew - the software environment for a central borg computer doing genetic intervention
- versus OPHANIM - bird tribe- origin of STARGATE the movie).. and physics symmetry elements of
creation.

He told me his name, but I cannot remember it. Coming from the planet Khoom in the binary Sirius
star system, his people were descendents of non-physical beings who inhabited hyperspace, a
region of consciousness existing outside of linear time and space. They created the ancient
Egyptian civilization as well as the Jewish people and gave them the Torah. The Crystal Skull was
their creation, and they were in charge of many events in the galaxy and beyond. My
soul-personality was from his people because it was the only type advanced enough to animate
such a hybrid body as my own.
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